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About This Game

Mahjong Deluxe 2: Astral Planes is an out-of-this-world Mahjong game produced by award-winning game developer
EnsenaSoft, challenging you to complete increasingly complex mahjong puzzles rendered in glorious 3D. Match and rotate 3D

tiles and test yourself to solve 84 mind-bending puzzles. Four levels of difficulty are included adding to the fun. Puzzles are laid
out using random tile orders allowing you to replay each mahjong layout many times with a new experience each session. An
exciting scoring system, great sound effects and relaxing music adds to the fun. Suitable to players of all ages and experience
levels, Mahjong Deluxe 2: Astral Planes offers an extraterrestrial rendition of the popular Chinese classic, and is a must-have

game in your collection today.

Key Features

84 Mahjong Puzzles To Solve

4 Levels Of Difficulty

Richly Rendered 3D Environments

Random Tile Layout

Great Graphics, Audio & Score
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Title: Mahjong Deluxe 2: Astral Planes
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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mahjong deluxe 2 astral planes

great game,looking forward episode 2!. I bought this game 75% off and to be honest, it was money well spent. The game is a
difficult and minimalistic platformer with no storyline or impressive soundtrack. By far there were only two things that made
me go mad: The jumping sound and several evil traps. The game is rather short, but it looks like it could recieve a potential
sequel with more content due to a larger budget.. Going through my entire library in 2018 and checking out games I've never
launched:

The game launches, shows splash screen, then craps out a popup saying "Program will be terminated". So instead of actually
trying the game, I had to leave it stuck on the popup for 5 minutes so I could write a review. 10/10.. Here's what i think of the
game after playing.

Cons:
1. Bad Gameplay
2. Bad movement
3. Really ♥♥♥♥ing annoying HUD
4. More lame movement
5. You can't control the glider just select the ship you want to go to and spin 360 degrees for minutes.
6. Cannons have really ♥♥♥♥ing slow movement
7. not much players
8. Cannons don't even have a crosshair
9. Sword is probably the most useless weapon ever
10. you fall in the water you die, but the game warns you about stupid ♥♥♥♥ing mushrooms, like seriously?
11. The tutorial doesn't really show you anything, like how to operate a cannon, or how to operate a ship.
Here's the tutorial in short. look around > Move > bring out your sword > put down your sword > Go to the glider > Go land on
a ship > GO DESTROY A ♥♥♥♥ING SHIP WHICH YOU HAVE NO ♥♥♥♥ING IDEA HOW TO ACTUALLY DO IT
BECAUSE YOU'RE A NEW PLAYER.
12. Only multiplayer.
13. 3D models look like♥♥♥♥♥♥from up close.
14. That tornado. Is it just for show?

Pros:
1. Good idea and concept of the game
2. Great environment
3. Really nice scenery, You can view some of my screenshots in my profile.
4. Free to play. Yippe.
5. THE ONLY THING THATS BEAUTIFUL ABOUT THIS GAME IS THE SPEC MODE.
6. Nope. Thats pretty much about it.

Hope Devs fix this game because i will not play this game because i want to play this game. I would probably just go for a spin
in the spec mode and take a few screenshots lol.

6/10 because of the good scenery. If it didn't had that i don't know how low i would have rated.
I would only recommend if you want to download 600mb to get some great view of battleships in the air with viking pirates and
a freaking giant tornado in the middle of the battlefield which pretty much does nothing.. Nearly as fun as Magical Mystery
Tour. Nearly. Plus: building your collectibles. Minus: now it is too easy. No real challenge. 7\/10. A challenging and
rewarding dungeon crawler

At a glance this looks like just another indie pixel hack and slash game. It is far more refined than the fairly simple presentation
suggests. You get a variety of your standard fantasy game weapons, swords, axes, etc, but every one plays decidedly differently.
Arrows and wands are great for range, knives are weak but really quick, axes are really strong but slow and leave the unwitting
open to attack, and so on.

The game is punishing, especially on your first play through, but not in a remotely unfair way. The best games encourage you to
get better, and this one does it. Level full of wizards one shoting you? Learn their patterns and hit them at openings. Dungeon
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full of spiders giving you trouble? Get a weapon with a wide upward range. Boss keeps wrecking you? Try the bow and tag him
from a safe distance. And so on. Between a variety of weapons and armor that are all upgradeable, a level up system that makes
tangible differences with every boost, and ever useful healing and stat boosting spells, you'll never find yourself too stuck. It's a
game that rewards diligence with victories being rewarding.

If you're a fan of old school style action platformers, you can't go wrong here.. This game uhm.... sucks....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAXryg_hxwo. so far so good i love it for what it is however.unless its essensially to the
story id love to see a litttle charecter creater however thats just me being picky. i do love it and congrats on getting somthing
mlp on steam i hear hasbro can be asses about anything slightly related to mlp however do get fooled so far this to me is just a
game that has ponys in it and its pretty creepy and the controls arnt so bad either il update once im done :). I like this game alot,
it feels very nice to play, I play coop with my best friend patwick. I like the grapfics and textures and the audio quality is on
point. Cant wait for woddle tree adventures 2. HOW DO I USE THEM LOL
IM CONFUSED
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For maximum gaming experience, let your friends play and poke them with a bambo stick/broom at a moment of your choosing

11/10 i have no more friends. When you rage quit from a game and you immediately want to give it another try, you know
you've got something special.
Verlies II is a first person dungeon crawler, with real-time combat and grid based deplacement.
And it wants you dead.
Yep, according to the Master, death is the only thing you rightly deserve.
Let's prove him wrong, shall we?
In order to do that, you'll have to master combat precision, actively aiming at the monsters, and timing, to block with your shield
and manage breath\/endurance. It's a fun and solid system and you may soon try to block "frame perfect" in the vain hope it will
mitigate more damage :p or you will die miserably for it was obvious this 5th strike in a row was dumb.
You'll have to master the odds in a game of dice for you'll need tons of money to buy keys, health potions, repair your so fragile
stuff, cure poison, sharpen a blade, ID artefacts way too high level for you but rejoice! The smith can "standardize" it (remove
the level restriction) for a mere 30 gold coins, less than a night at the inn! That's one of the only "gift" in an otherwise harsh and
tight economy.
You'll have to take lots of risks. The boss is down, should you delve deeper straight away for an XP boost or should you take the
chance to go back to town as it's the only moment it's free of charge? On the brink of death, do you tail back in the middle of a
floor with XP loss or do you pick up that probably trapped healing basket? Yeah, you should have trekked back...
You'll have to die, over an over, for there's no tutorial and the game is mean and nasty. But like in the best rogue-likes where
exploration and experimentation are key, it wraps up in the long run and I dare say Verlies really shines, carrying the torch of
classics with strength.
You'll probably have to specialize. There's not so many level ups and there's a lot of skills, actives and passives. Classics like
shield bashing or alchemy for instance, and not so classic ones, like a heal paid by XP or an instant kill spell that eats up your
total mana pool.
Floors layout, monster population, loot and traps are all randomly (procedurally?) generated. Level tone and design change every
3 floors and while there's no lush vistas nor DX12 features, the comic-style graphics are lovely (though I miss the naked
blacksmith from the first opus^^)! Sound is good, atmospheric and creepy, or dumb and funny like that cash register trading
sound.

So, this review's a mess... I hope it stills shows of much I enjoy this love letter to the genre!
I cannot recommend it enough. Two blue thumbs up out of a puddle of blood.
N'cha!. Nice graphic and perfectly balanced game. I love this game, its the best one.. MagiCat is a Japanese themed 2D retro
pixel platformer where you control a magical cat and you need to negotiate many obstacles to progress through the many levels
in the game.

This is definitely one of the better 2D retro pixel platformers out there, and in many ways it rips off several of the Super Mario
games, and the message that really tells us is that Nintendo has the 2D platformer market cornered. Even on PC, there's a
number of platformers that don't rely on lazy retro pixel graphics.

Even though a lot of work has gone into this, it doesn't surpass the best platformers in the genre, I can't recommend it.. About
the price of a ball of yarn, and about as fun as one too.. TOTAL GARBAGE!
First of all, no one is playing.

Second,
NO ONE IS PLAYING!

This game, with 0 Players, shouldn't even be allowed on the Steam Store!

BUYERS BEWARE!. Fun, and light-hearted game. Great controls, good stylized graphics.

For me, $30 is a little steep for the amount of time spent and varied things to do. I would have been very happy with my
experience if the price had been around $20. Still great fun either way. Even at the current price you will be happy. If you can
get this on sale, snatch it up.. Simple, relaxing, and at times challenging. Most the strands are easily solved with spacial
reasoning but I found an analytical approach helpful for those that were too complex to manipulate in my head (ymmv).. This
should really be tagged with Local Co-op and Local Multi-player. Luckily I got this through humble bundle but was very
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disappointed after installing trying to play with a friend.

To be fair reading the full description it is mentioned, but steam does have the specific tags for it which would make it much
easier to spot.. Game used to be really good. Knockouts take either 1 hit or 30 hits. Climbing makes you fall within 5 seconds.
Trying to throw people off is almost impossible if you need to lift them up from how heavy characters are now. Used to be great
but now game is kinda broken and unfair
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